Technical Data

Celadon T40aF SerieS Probe CardS
The Celadon T40AF AttoFast™ parametric probe card is designed to deliver
a fast settling time and low leakage solution, while providing extreme
operating temperature ranges. Your connection from the parametric
analyzer to wafer is nearly transparent using the Celadon AttoFast™
technology. This card is designed to exceed the performance
of the best manipulator solutions as well as allow full range
measurements with the most advanced parametric analyzers
available. The AttoFast™ probe card is designed to introduce
minimal leakage, low pin-to-pin capacitance and minimum effective
probe capacitance. Fast settling time reduces test time.

t40af adVantages

wafer Probing for:

Coaxial guarded probes for low noise and fast settling time

Process Control Monitors

Ceramic and metal construction with
solderless connections

Ultra Low Current FET measurements for IDSS

Metal chassis surrounds the probe card for improved low
noise and low leakage performance
Probe protection with optional crash resistant needles
Ultra fast settling to allow for fast probing and reduced
or no wait states for settling
-65°C to 300°C operation
Ultra low expansion for use on small pads
Expansion closely matched to wafer expansion
Each pin can be separately repaired or replaced
to extend service life with reusable design
Reduced pin-to-pin cross talk
Allows the use of one probe card over the entire
operating range
Card can be rotated in the Celadon Modular Adapter™
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Fine Resolution Measurements
Low Noise Measurements
Functional Photodiode Test
Early Failure Detection for Reliability Measurements
Fast Device Characterization

Celadon T40AF Series Probe Cards

The Celadon card has a multicontact coaxial connector on
a pigtail. On a pigtail, the connections from each probe
are brought out on low-noise high-temperature coaxial
cables where the shield of the cable is connected to a
guard for parameter analyzing or to ground for capacitance
measurements depending upon how the interface extension
cable is set up and if triax to bnc adapters are used on the
extension cable. The connector is on an extension to make it
easier to plug two cables together when mounted on a prober
and because the multicontact connectors have to be shielded
from chuck temperatures that may exceed 200°C. Since no
connector hangs below the probe card, the format of using a
multicontact cable on an extension allows this card to be used
in smaller sized probers, allows for probe card rotation in a
Celadon Modular Adapter™ and eliminates the need for edge
connectors. Edge connectors when used on probe cards that
are too short can break wafers, and dirty contacts increase
surface leakage over time.

Product Design
The T40AF Series has a coated probe technology for leakage
and guarding control. The probes are coated with a robust
high temperature insulator, followed by a metal coating to
form a coaxial guard around the
probe. The compact, small diameter,
AttoFast™ probe was designed to
simulate the shielding effects of coax
because normal coax does not have
desirable low leakage characteristics
at high temperatures. This technique
provides an extended temperature
range compared to most normal
coaxial cable which only maintains
peak performance to 150˚C.
Traditional triax and coax cable diameters are too thick to
support modern minimal pitch requirements of the process
control monitors. The coax is also used to provide shielding
for capacitance measurements. The design technique allows
guarded probes to be placed close together and eliminates the
fragile characteristics of probes cards using ceramic blades.

During severe over-travel, the probe retracts into the ceramic
body and the wafer may contact the probe card body.
Replacement is done by pulling probes out of the slot and
body, and then reconnecting a new probe. Probes can be
individually replaced without the need for solder or epoxy
to hold probes in alignment position.
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The graph below displays an example of leakage versus time
to show how fast the product settles and how low in current
the product goes. Below 1 Fempto amp, the product goes
into the noise region of a parameter analyzer. The fast
settling time allows rapid measurement sequences for
fast die-to-die moves.
AttoFast Probe Settling Time

Current (A)

9.01E-15

Probe-to-Probe Leakage Current (AV)

The coated probes are mounted in a
precisely fabricated ceramic substrate.
Each probe is retained in a protective
slot in the ceramic. This protective slot
combined with a unique shape allows
the probes to maintain alignment. The
slot provides self alignment of probes
while providing space for the probes to allow for a controlled
over-travel for crash resistance.

Performance Characteristics
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Celadon T40AF Series Probe Cards

Electrical Characteristics:

Probe Contact
Visit our web site at www.celadonsystems.com
for a full animation.

Leakage <1 fA/Volt from -65°C to 125°C at 10 seconds
Leakage <20 fA/Volt from 125°C to 200°C at 10 seconds
Leakage <1 pA/Volt from 200°C to 300°C at 10 seconds

1. Probe before contact.

Mechanical Characteristics:
Maximum Number of Probes: 36
Tip Radius Available: 0.0125 mm standard; 0.0063 mm;
and 0.025 mm; others available
Shape: Polished round, and flat available
Minimum Pitch: 60 micron (probes from both sides)
Probe Material: Tungsten Rhenium Standard (WRe), 		
Beryllium Copper (BeCu), other materials available

2. Probe in normal contact
with the wafer.

X-Y Accuracy: +/-9 micron standard, +/-5 micron available
at extra charge
Z Accuracy: +/-9 micron, +/-5 micron available at
extra charge
Wafer Test Operating Temperature Range: -65°C to 300°C
Probe Card Storage Temperature Range: -65°C to 150°C
Weight: 0.5 kg
Size without Pigtail: 160 x 114 x 15 mm

3. Probe card crash,
the probe flexes up into
the protective slot.

4. Probe back in normal
contact with the wafer.
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Celadon T40AF Series Probe Cards

How to Order
Model + Leakage -number of pins (xxx)- - number of sites (sss) -connector type (t) -number of Quasi-Kelvin pins (qqq)

q= Kelvin Connection Type
S or Blank = Single Wire to Each Probe
QK = Quasi-Kelvin – two wires to each probe
K= Kelvin = two probes per pad

T40AF-xx .1-ttt-qq
Probe Card Type

xx= Number
of probes
from 01-32

1= Number
of sites

Probe Card Options:
Product may be made with facing or same side probes
depending on layout and pitch
Product may be wired for Kelvin or Quasi-Kelvin 		
connections.

ttt = Connector Type
AMP = AMP Microcoax Connector
AMC = Advanced Microcoax Connector
CBP = BNC Connector
T3P= Triax
SMB= SMB- mini coax
L8P = COAX Type-8 Plug

Suggested Accessories:
Optional external cable, strain relief and heat shields are
available upon request or available for specific probes.
Cable Harness for the
Keithley 707 and Agilent E5250 		
opt 001 matrix. 25 three-lug 		
triax plug connectors, 3.0 meters
ultra high-performance low-noise
low-leakage triax cables,
26-pin microcoax connector.
one ground pin, and one TDS pin
compatible with the Cascade 		
Summit prober.

Patents
Celadon Systems, Inc.’s business, products, and processes are protected by U.S. and
International patents and pending U.S. and International patent applications.
Copyrights
Celadon Systems, Inc.’s copyrightable materials including printed materials,
software, website, etc. are protected by:
Copyrights © 1998-2006. All Rights Reserved
Other Intellectual Properties
Celadon Systems, Inc. owns other intellectual properties, including but not limited to, trade
secrets, domain names, and technology know-how.
For more information see Celadon Web Site/About Us/Intellectual Property

Contact Celadon for more information today.
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14763 Energy Way • Apple Valley, MN 55124 USA
P: 1.952.232.1700 • F: 1.952.997.6225
e-mail: info@celadonsystems.com

